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Papering Over the Cracks         July 2011 
 

The current Global debt issues will be papered over. They have to be.  
 

In the US, the Democrats and Republicans, after much posturing, will settle on a compromised balance of 
Spending cuts and Tax increases. 

The generally obese US will be put on a diet – their excesses will be trimmed, the affluent will have to pay up. 
The debt ceiling will be raised or abolished altogether. 
 

In Europe the balanced quorom of Merkel , Sarkozy, Trichet and Christine Lagarde will likely bailout Greece and 
have plans ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’ ready in case of Italian, Spanish and Portugese defaults. 

The Euro families will come together, pulled into line by the parents, lectured to by the aunts, the teenagers will 
have their allowances cut, told to get a proper job and be prepared to work until they retire at 70. 

The new acronym EFSF being the European Financial Stability Facility will be the likely vehicle to fund the ailing 
Euro countries. 

Germany and France will largely fund the EFSF – it’s in their interest to do so – they're the ones who've hugely 
benefited from the Euro and who have so much to lose if the Euro fails. 
 

Gold 
  
One of our most often discussed topics is not on the risks of owning gold, but about the risks of NOT owning 
gold.  

Gold for us, apart from being an asset class, a currency, a store of wealth and a hedge, is also serving as a 
barometer, as the global political and economic temperatures continue to rise. 
 

China continues to diversify its massive $3 trillion reserves into hard assets including gold.  
China and India are the biggest buyers of Gold accounting for nearly 60% of all gold purchases. 
 

We remain bullish on gold in all fiat currencies. We note that gold bullion is particularly attractive to buy using 
Australian dollars and Swiss francs.  
 

Shares – Local and International - Local is lackluster, International is blockbuster 
 

Resources aside, Australian shares are expensive relative to their international peers.  
Even the Resource shares are cheaper internationally than here. 
 

BHP and RIO PLC, as listed in the UK, can be bought at a 20% discount compared to the Australian listed 
companies. 
  
UK Tesco is on a PE (Price to Earnings) ratio of 10 compared to Woolworth's PE of 15. You would therefore have 
to wait 10 years to get your capital back on Tesco and 15 years for Woolworths. 

A basket of 5 of our selected global multi-national established health care pharmaceutical related companies 
have an average PE of 8.5 compared to Australia’s CSL of 18. 

A similar basket of international IT shares have an average PE of 12, compared to little on offer in Australia. 
 

Our point being that we continue to find better value overseas, particularly in the US, even though the A$ 
denominated net returns have been hammered due to the strong A$ up approximately 27%, year on year. 
The average PE ratio of the ASX 200 is currently 11, well below the average of 14 in bull market times, the 
International Index, the MSCI is closer to 10, below its bull market average of 15. 

We don't see the one-size fits all assumption of all earnings automatically increasing next year. 
We believe each company has to be assessed on its own growth merits. This is one of the reasons why we are 
underweight Australian banks, as we are grappling with where the increased profits are going to come from?  
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On the plus side there is a massive pipeline of capital investment projects – mainly resource related. We remain 
positive and overweight on Resources – subject to China’s growth being maintained. 

As a segue we too are relatively positive on the outlook for Asia and Emerging markets and obtain exposure to 
these markets through a few selected managers and direct global multi researched shares. 
 

We are often asked about Index Funds – Index funds generally only do well in boom times and even then stock 
picking can rule supreme. 

A $10,000 investment in the Platinum International Fund made in June 2001 would be worth  approximately 
$18,000 in June 2011, compared to ~$7,600 if invested in the MSCI World Index over the same 10 year period.   

In Australia the ASX200 is comprised of 40% in banks and if banks go sideways as we expect, then the other 60% 
of the Index will have to increase by 16% just in order to achieve a 10% gain. 

This is why we're steadfast on stock selection augmented by brilliant world-class Fund managers whom we meet 
with regularly and personally invest alongside our clients 
 

Interest Rates 
  

We have been banging the drum saying domestic interest rates are too high, and they’ve hurt the economy. 
We're glad that now Westpac agrees with us. 

The 3 year and 5 year Treasury Bond yields are both below the 4.75% RBA cash rate, indicative and supportive of 
a rate cut. 

We've been advising clients to lock-in longer higher rates on their cash component of their portfolios.  
BMF Treasury Service is able to obtain significantly higher interest rates than those offered on ‘the street’.  
 

The A$ 
  
As we have stated previously, the $A strength is mainly due to the massive differential between Australia's 
interest rates and the rest of the Western world – the differential is at least 4%. 

The differential has come at a huge cost to Australia – it has stifled domestic growth outside of resources. 
We believe in the short term the A$ could go even slightly stronger but in the longer term it should revert to its 
mean. 

At the very least we expect the A$ to retrace back to 90c – it's where it should be given the current economic 
woes – but it may take slighter longer to get back there due to the ongoing carry trade. 
 

The End Game 
 

We are delighted that our clients’ wealth has grown by a measure that has outperformed the ASX 200 indices 
and the world indices and have done so by having capital preservation first and foremost in mind. We remain 
firmly focused with portfolios steadfastly allocated to quality shares and managed funds and investing Cash only 
with the Australian big banks spread across varying term deposit periods locking in above average interest rates. 
 

Our focus for the year ahead continues to be on capital preservation, overlaid with a constant gold exposure, 
complemented by quality local and international stocks, the majority of which are on PE’s close to 10.  
Superb International managed Funds will continue to be a cornerstone in our clients’ portfolios. 
On themes we continue to like the pharmaceutical and biotech sectors where development in these areas is 
converting into added profits and where we see tremendous potential and upside. 
The technology sector is also an exciting growth area accessible mainly internationally. Brands are another area 
we are venturing into to take full advantage of the surging demand for branded goods by the world's newest 
wealthy - the super Asian powers. 
 

Our Independence allows us to think and act on our convictions. 
 

Alongside our clients, we remain committed to embrace change rather than resist it. 

Please contact Saul Borowitz, Jill Nes or Barry Mendel should you wish to discuss any of the above 
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